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Samurai jack wiki jack

View the source share title: Samurai Jack: The series usually follows the samurai warrior Jack who replaced the time in his singular quest to find a way to go back in time. In addition to TV series, other products like comic series and some video games have been released. Premiere Date: August 10, 2001 by Gendy Tartakovsky Director:
Gendy Tartakovsky Twitter &lt;pollsnack hash-q7pfrm9h&gt;&lt;/pollsnack&gt; Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless other than stated. Comment Share I am the magic son of Ak. He looked deep inside you and made me out of your own burning hatred. I am your dark side, and I have all the power you shake. And I have
the only purpose in my existence: destroy you! - Mad Jack, Episode 8: Jack vs. Mad Jack !??? After all we've done, all we've been through? He made his first appearance in Episode 8: Jack vs. Mad Jack. After Jack found inner peace and stopped Mad Jack, he lost his physical form. When Ak destroyed the portal for the last rest of the
time, Jack's wrath resurfaced Mad Jack as an inner jack and continued to trouble Jack's spirit in most of Season 5 until he found another inner peace in episode XCVIII. Appearance &amp; Personality Mad Jack was created by Ak to see if he can defeat Samurai Jack using his skills against him. He is an exact replica of Jack, but his robe
is black with red trim, his skin is pale, and his eyes are red of blood with shadows under him. In Season 5, he will take form with a more diastical and distorted version of Jack. Like Jack, Mad Jack was armed with a catana similar to Jack's sword. He is quite different from Jack and shows that he is very rude, violent and rather psycholy ill.
In essence, he was a physical embodiment of Jack's anger and frustration. By Season 5, Mad Jack will be shorter, more selfish and violent than his real opponent. Often citing himself as the reason why Jack's survival has continued since he lost his sword, he reveals other negative personal characteristics to try to convince Jack of their
shared fatigue for 50 years and lead Jack by mistake to take the wrong path. Synopsis Ak had sent several bounty hunters to attack Jack, but all of them failed, Ak lamented that his fighting style could not beat Jack, and that tied him to the plan. I want to counter him. Against some bounts, Jack was furious at the lack of peace and tired of
fighting. He tried to settle down after his defeat. At the end of them, when his sandal strap broke, he snapped and threw the sandals on one of his desired screens. Then the screen began to light up and the energy came from it and formed around the sandals, sealing the strap and eventually forming into a more ominous jack, Mad Jack.
Surprised Jack wondered who the double was. In response, Mad Jack revealed that he was the magic spawn of Ak, formed from Jack's own hatred, and the dark side with all of his skills. Then the two fighters start the fight and seem to be evenly matched and trade the blow for a blow. But neither could do the best of the other because
they both have equal skills. Their battle became more intense as they continued, spreading each other's hair, reducing trees to ashes with sword sparks, and blatantly destroying the area with the power of blows. As Jack suffered in the dark half, he saw the reflection of his eyes in the sword and saw in his fear that they resembled much.
Located in his peaceful heart, Jack walked back, calmed down, and disappeared all of his negative feelings. Later, he claimed that the fight was over and said that the negative emotions that formed Mad Jack were gone, that is, Mad Jack did not exist. Mad Jack, who refused to let Jack look down on him, boasted that he was real and
charged him towards Jack to offer him the last blow. But Jack stayed in a meditating position and didn't even care to defend. When jack was defeated, Mad Jack was instantly under Jack's control and could do nothing but scream with helpless anger and defeat before he was sealed. Ak's Shadow Towards the end of Ak's shadow, Ak's
magic gives Mad Jack's life again, and Jack fights him on the high platform of the futuristic tower. Jack is forced to defeat him in battle many times, and each defeat flows his essence into a nearby hovering black device, and Mad Jack's face appears on the monitor. Jack permanently destroys enough devices to stop him and the floor
under Jack shatters and plunges into the last boss fight with Ak. At some point in Season 5, Mad Jack was the reason Samurai Jack lost Katana. When Aku destroyed the portal last time, Jack's frustration was not known to Ak, but jack broke the inner peace he had on the dark side, and Jack got angry and enraged Ak. Ak surprised the
samurai by changing some innocent goats with the magic that Jack killed with cold blood, but he used Jack's new anger by allowing him to return to his senses. As soon as the big slab hit Jack, Katana fell into the pit and was never seen again. Mad Jack would continually appear in other negative personal character to provoke him, and
continue to tory Jack mentallyup in his quest, citing the loss of their swords as evidence of their failure and dishonoring their ancestors. When Jack tried to make the perfect tea but failed, Mad Jack was unhappy with the monks for not teaching Catana's place again. But Mad Jack's attempt to interrogate Monk meets Jack, who is facing
him about why he lost his sword, and Mad Jack defends himself by claiming that that's why they're alive. When he attacks Jack, he calmly controls his anger and frustration, eventually sees his anger and hatred, and seals Mad Jack as the latter pleads, You need me. After sealing his inner demon, Jack finally regains Katana. Since he was
Ak's creation, he is likely to have quit after the destruction of Ak in the past. Skills and abilities temporarily appear by the magic of Jack vs Mad Jackak, Mad Jack's physical and combat skills are the same as Jack himself. This brought a complete dead end between him and Jack when the two of them battled. But as long as Jack's hatred
existed, he could exist. Whenever Jack can balance his emotional state, Mad Jack will stop being. Starring Season 1 Episode VIII: Jack vs. Mad Jack (Debut Appearance) Video Game Season 5 Episode XVIII (Permanently Sealed by Jack and Final Appearance) Quote Episode 8 Quote Episode 8 Don't Be Such A Fool, I Am You [.] Hmm,
you're so stupid. You are also your magic son of Ak, he looked deep in you and created me from your own burning hatred, I am your dark side and I have all the power you shake, and I have the sole purpose in my presence. Uh, what is it? What the hell is going on? What's that?! Fool! Now I feel the reality of cold hard steel Samurai Jack:
Ak's shadow yes! He knows where it is, he just wouldn't tell you. I'm going to make money!??? After all we've done, everything we've been through? I've stayed alive with us! You're in my way! You're a fool, !!!. (Mad Jack's last words): You're !!!!! I need it Trivia in Cartoon Network: Punchtime Exploit, appeared as Samurai Jack's skin when
changing Jack's appearance. Mad Jack is anthropomorphic of Jack's inner demon. Sometimes, one of the strongest enemies you can face is fighting with yourself. Mad Jack's return in episode XCVIII depicts him in the form of a red spirit. Because Jack sealed him during his first encounter, he was sealed in the shape of a red
spirit.destroying his physical form. Many people are agony Mad Jack, blastast &amp; indifferent and confused in episodes XCVIII, XCIV, XCV. This proves that Mad Jack said he was born out of (Jack's own) burning hatred, while other personalities showed different gentle reactions. Anguish shows feelings of tiredness and lost hope
(feelings of sadness that Mad Jack cannot achieve due to burning anger), Bloodlass is more manipulate than violent (unlike Mad Jack, where anger is eternal), and indifference tryes to reason with Jack in a very calm tone (Mad Jack cannot be anthropomorphized with anger). Mad Jack will be defeated in both Seasons 1 and Season 5 by
being sealed after Jack finds inner peace within him. Gallery main article: Unless other specifically stated, Mad Jack/Gallery Community content is available under CC-BY-SA. Share ✔ hero headlined in May 2018.           ✔ hero was proposed and approved by the Hero Wiki's pure good suggestion thread. Removing this hero from the
category without a removal proposal is considered an act of destruction (or a vicious attempt to demonize the character) and the user is more likely to be blocked. You cannot make a deletion proposal without the administrator's permission first. Jack Samurai Jack Samurai my horrible enemies (by Ak) stupid samurai warriors (by Ak)
awesome swordsman archery! to practice his swordsmany. To go back to the past to destroy Aku (both the original and the alternate timeline). Emperor (father† Empress (mother† Ash (original), wife (alternative timeline† Ak's daughters (almost father-in-law† (original), sister-in-law † (alternative timeline) Ark (arch) legal enemy / mostly
father† (alternative timeline) † (alternative timeline) high priest (law† (original† (alternative timeline) I am the lost son of the land you plundered. I'm here to get it back. For my people, for my father, for the right of my life. From Jack to Ak. It's been 50 years, but I'm older. Time has lost its impact on me, but suffering continues. Grasping Ak
suffocates the past, present and future. Hope is lost. If I don't go back, I'll go back to the past. Samurai Jack Jack, Samurai Jack's Intro (Season 5). Samurai Jack (real name unknown) is the main character of Tyally main of cartoon network TV program of the same name. He was once the son of the Japanese Emperor, who defeated the
evil dark wizard, and is the only weapon that can harm the devil by swinging a magic sword infused with the power of the gods. He did.By Phil Lamar in the series, Jack's face in the early days of the series was long and rectangular. But in the second half of the show, it began to be a square with a clearer eastern look. As a 25-year-old
young man, he is quite tall and lean, but fits in the built-in and he has long jet-black hair tied with Japanese Chommage Topnot. Jack's clothing consists of a simple white kimono robe (also known as a gi) with grey trim at sleeves and edges, a white band sash at the waist and wooden geta sandals. His geta was once destroyed in episode
XXVI by a group of biker and was then replaced by a jet repairman called Tengu who made exactly the same geta sandals for himself and his family. Throughout the show, whenever Jack's kimono is badly damaged in battle, he simply tears the top half and continues to fight undequesed. He leaves the kimono completely in place and
starts a new episode, so you can assume that Jack will repair his clothes during the episode. In an image of his older version of the Time Portal guarded by the Guardian, Jack shows that he has a long beard and hair on his hips. He is also shown to be wearing a golden crown and a red cape with scars all over his body. As of Season 5,
Jack is wearing a full samurai armor with a large beard and a mask similar to the holster of a gun crossing the body with the demonic demons of Japan. In the episode XCII, his mask was destroyed by hordes of Beetle drones and he threw away his helmet and shoulder pads while fighting Scarlumous. He appeared again in full armor in
Episode 1CIII, completely destroyed by Ak's daughters, shortened his beard, and wore only tattered tatters. He later regains the original look in episode XCVIII. Personality My mission is noble, my heart is pure, I have nothing to fear. Jack strongly demonstrates the characteristics of a stoic hero. He is definitely kind and generous, and not
only will he always try to help those in need, but he will also try to send wise men like wisdom to those who believe he needs guidance. He often sacrifices the chance to return to his time to help someone else. He has considerable development during his time in the future. At first, he was polite and sophisticated, but he was very angry
and even faster to get frustrated and frustrated. Obstructed over and over again, his quest to return to his time convinced him for a short time that it was impossible to return to the past. But over time he became much more patient and calm. He is also clever and rational, can raise the plans and strategies needed to defeat the enemy, and
also knows his limitations (such as when he is surrounded by too many enemies to beat them purely)He is also very good at thinking on his feet, often improvising his way out of fatal or very strange situations. He is also a very lonely man who tends not to socialize because he is focused on his quest. In Season 5, his lack of social skills is
highlighted in his interactions with the ax when he first tried to persuade her of Ak's evil, and later tried to bond with her. He once joked about the rain needle stuck in his body, on the XCV, and people paid for it, called acupuncture, and later praise her new dress and hair shyly at XCMII. His lack of sociality is exemplified through
interactions with Ikura, Josephine, especially Ashi, which he becomes engrossed in, making him more shy and incoundiced around women. He has worked and made friends with several people (regardless of gender) through his journey in both past and future current quests, but he becomes shy in more intimate moments. However,
running gags in the show (during Seasons 1-4) can't understand future techniques, like in one episode where Jack tried to escape Ak's fortress after rescuing two fairies like a creature driving a hoverker, but he can't manipulate it competently, claiming he prefers to walk. He is also very good at keeping his wisdom when he is faced with a
sudden strange situation where he often finds himself just rolling with the punch of a proverb rather than being upset or puzzled. 50 years later, he lost his father's sword( the only means of killing Ak) and was disillusioned with the idea that Jack would complete his quest while all known means of returning to the past were destroyed.
Because he is emotionally vulnerable and often suffers from hallucinations of his family and past people, he shows signs of post-traumatic stress disorder and constantly asks why he did not return to save them. Also in episode 1CIII, his mind shows Mad Jack's hallucinations demanding that Jack give up and end his constant suffering,
which means that Jack is thinking of Sepk (traditional Japanese suicide) in this episode. Despite his fatigue and lack of hope, Jack refuses to surrender and continues his quest to save people from Ak's tyranny as much as possible. At the same time, he is also open to the art of starting to ride high-tech weapons, explosives and
motorcycles. Despite decades of training and fighting as the ultimate warrior, and his seemingly endless journey that solided his overall outlook, Jack's general nature is still quite inexperienced and has never taken the lives of humans or thoughtless aliens directly. He could put away from all the robot and android knowledge he hasby
showing that they are simply nuts and bolts. But when one of Ak's daughters actually killed such an existence, he left fear at the sight. But he can later come to his term in office with his first murder after remembering the words of his father's wisdom and deal with killing Ak's remaining daughter. Nevertheless, he still hates the idea that he
must kill unless absolutely necessary, and does not harm innocence. At the same time Jack is more easily angry because of Mad Jack's influence after Aku destroyed the portal last time. This will make him easier, more annoying, more aggressive, and will cause him to get angry. He finally let go of his anger so that it was worth using his
sword again. The story Samurai Jack is the son of the Japanese Emperor, who once defeated the evil dark wizard Ak, and is the only weapon that can harm the devil by swinging a magic sword infused with the power of the gods. When he escaped from Satoru after his first defeat, the Emperor's son was rescued by his mother and trained
for years to become a samurai powerful enough to swing a magical catana and face Ak. Just before the Samurai killed Ak, the evil wizard sent him to the future where Ak reigned. Trapped in the future of dystopia, the samurai adopted the name Jack and aimed to return to the past and cancel the terrible future that Ak had born. Time travel
stopped aging after 50 years of fighting Ak with a useless jack, lost all hope and magic Catana, and became a merciless killer. Jack killed in the face of a group of assassins known as Ak's Daughters, but escaped the only survivor of the killing. In return, Ash helped Jack regain his honor as a samurai and regain Katana, and in the process
they became lovers. Asi finally discovered that she had the same power as Ak, and at the exact moment Jack was first sent to the future, she and Jack opened a time portal to get back to the past, allowing him to finish that first fight and kill Ak once and for all. The death of Ak avoided a tragic future, saved trillions of lives for generations,
and prevented centuries of suffering, but it came at the expense of ash being erased from existence because she was part of that future. Samurai Jack: In a video to pick up in the finale of Battle Through Time Season 5, in another scenario, Jack opened the time portal with her, allowing him to break the pass freely from Ak's control.
However, Ak carried Jack into a rift in time and space with no future or past, and Jack re-experienced many of the challenges he faced throughout the series. Throughout the game, Jack faced the robots, demons, bounty hunters and Ak's daughters again, overcame Ak's last plan and played against Ak.Scottsman faces Ak's army with the
help of his daughter, Da Samurai and Sir Rothschild. Jack, who finally broke Ak, told Ak that just before Jack reunited with Ash and passed through the portal with her past through the portal, the tear of time he created began to collapse, distrust Aku refused to fail, and eventually destroyed Ak during episode CI. In another ending, at the
end of the show, Jack finally married his mother-in-age in his liberated hometown, and the he disappeared from existence, and he was left 1. Jack was satisfied and satisfied with Ashi, the woman who had finally regained his hope. Power and Ability Immortal: Due to the side effects of Ak's time teleportation, time loses its effect on his
body and he's ageless. He has been lying in the future for more than 50 years and is still in his heyday. Master Combat: Jack shows impressive mastery in many styles of martial arts including Mantis, Tiger, Eagle Style, Ninjutsu Technique, Greek Wrestling and African Stick Battle of The Little Forest Prayer. As he shows in the battle at
the Dome of Fate, he is familiar with many weapons, from spears and staff to Nunchux and wrists. When he was young, Jack learned how to use unfamiliar weapons by observing others, adapting his style to his skills, and using them more effectively if necessary. Master Archer: Shows that Jack has excellent skills in archery since he was
trained by Robin Hood. His markmanship skills were put to the test in episode 3 when Jack set off a trap against a beetle drone using his archery skills and later used his last arrow on the beetle drone they died. Master Swordsman: Except for Jack's ability to skillfully swing a huge number of weapons, he showed the best skills in the
sword. This is most likely due to the fact that the only weapon that can destroy Ak is Jack's blade, the battle against beetle drones, as well as the fact that he has made it easier to defeat numerous enemies, as shown in the battle against countless bounty hunters that Ak sends to capture Jack. Jack has been shown to rely primarily on the
speed and accuracy of his strikes with a balanced blend of attack and defense, can land dozens of blows in seconds, as well as pary machine gun fires from multiple directions. Most strikes can also be easily parried. He has been shown to be the same match as The Brute's strength in the Scotsman. Superman Strength: It has been
shown that Jack can cut most machines cleanly without effort, despite his lean frame, and can easily throw a much larger opponent than himself (but this may be due to skill than rawSuperman Speed: Jack has done an incredible feat of speed and agility, being shown to be very quick on his feet, avoiding gunning, cutting through the
entire army within seconds, and in one example, in the time it takes for a drop of water to hit the ground, he can defeat a team made up of very insumeous and skilled bounty hunters from all directions. Incredible jumping ability: Since coming to the future, Jack has also learned the ability to leap many times his height to a point where he
looks as if he can fly while he can fall from a distance injured from his adopted tribe of jungle men and white fur gorillas. This is due to a training method in which incredibly heavy megaliths are tied to the arms, legs and back, and forced to do intense activities such as climbing, running across ropes, and climbing trees through a cane until
the body is adjusted to fit the weight. This greatly increased his strength giving him a new level of speed and agility. High durability: Jack has shown many times throughout the series that he has a very high durability and can survive the blow from a strong opponent and still fight standing, he also has a very high resistance for great
physical pain. Survival Skills: Living in Ak's Owerian regime, Jack greatly limits where he can visit for meals even if he has money. Therefore, he lives in the wild, breeds his own food, and hunts frequently. That way, long ago, he trained the means to set traps or secure their food in the wild that can kill animals completely on their own.
Therefore, he has a subset of skills such as stalking and concealment to help him get food. He also knows how to cook. He knows basic medicine. Will Power: Jack doesn't have the indomitable power of will. He climbed one of the highest mountains in the world without the help of regulations or cold weather clothing. Fight countless
drones in spite of the pain. His ambition to defeat his Ak remains more than anything else, even though it is close to his desperate situation. Increased sensation: Jack's sense is higher than the average human being because someone can breathe in and hear a drop of sweat falling on the leaves. Indomitable will: Jack has a strong
determination to himself to continue. He is always willing to help people in need and willing to go back to his time to find his way back, while condoning the happenings encountered in his adventures. Indifference: Through intense training, Jack avoids emotional distractions and suppresses his emotions to think properly. Nevertheless, he
sometimes loses his anger and tends to express some emotion when dealing with certain events. Pure heart: Despite his indifferent attitude, Jack has a pure heart and he is the only person who can use his sword. The sword was forged to be used for good, but in the hands of evil, it would never harm the innocence. Trivia Jack'sThe
name has not been disclosed. However, considering his background and origin, his real name is likely to be Japanese. He battled Afro Samurai in the battle of death and won. According to his heroic act throughout the series, Samurai Jack is almost like Arnold Shortman. He relies on Professor Utonium of the Powerpahu Girls. Jack is
biologically 25 years old, but for the next 50 years he was a young man, and despite still being the same age of physical evaluation, he was 75 years old. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless other specifically stated. Note.
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